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Jaljinae (What's up) Seoulmate?
Thank you for being with us this
October. You best get your fan
gear ready, as this month is
featuring something super
exciting: K-pop!
 
We know you love Korea, you are
passionate about trying new
wonders of life. While crafting
this month's box, we've been
discussing passionately how we
can best present K-pop to you:
which flavors to pick; who to
feature; and, what's most fun and
yummy at the same time?

This is the result of our
sleepless nights and tons of
snacking. In this edition, you
will get introduced to 32
different snacks and goodies;
get to know secret relationships
between idols and snacks;
decorate a GOT7 'Home Run'
mini-album poster; learn 6
K-pop slang; and finally, enter a
chance to win a cute mini desk
hoover and be featured in our
next month's magazine.
 
Happy K-popping!

K-POP
YOUR ULTIMATE BIAS

SUJI SOHN, CO-FOUNDERRAJ SATHI, CO-FOUNDER

From adorable finger
hearts to 1-billion viewed
music videos, K-pop is full
of mind-blowing and
thrilling experiences. In
this month, discover a
yummy side to K-pop
through your Seoul Box!

Top Highlights
Snacks packed with
creative K-pop twists
A luxurious topping on
your black bean noodle
A concert survival kit to
enjoy your K-pop day



TREATS

MEALTIME

SWEET SNACKS SAVORY SNACKS

DRINKS

GOODIES



Chapagetti
A cute fusion of Chinese black
bean noodles. Includes bean
curd, cabbage, and potato

K-pop Twist: Truffle oil and
egg yolk topping - a
shocking, but absolutely
delicious edition invented by
Mamamoo Hwasa

Corn Soup Popcorn
Popcorn that tastes like
hearty corn soup. So
addictive, it got a nickname,
‘Devil’s Snack’. Experience
the genuine flavor that
showcases a perfect balance
between sweet and savory

Tip: Throw in a few blocks of
chocolates for a sweet boost

Oh! Potato
Yangnyum Chicken
A potato stick inspired by
Yangnyum Chicken, Korean
fried chicken coated with
sweet and spicy sauce

K-pop Twist: Add a few slices
of cheese and microwave for
20 seconds - it's a typical
nighttime snack for WJSN

Home Run Balls
This is the snack variation of
profiteroles. A mini choux
filled with milk chocolate
cream, it will melt in your
mouth immediately

K-pop Twist: How about
listening to GOT7 'Home Run'
while enjoying this pastry?

FEED
YOUR SEOUL

SIGNATURE DELUXE

GOODY SUBSCRIPTION



Marshmallow Candy
Fluffy soft cotton candy with
milk (blue) or strawberry
(pink) flavors

K-pop Twist: Have you
spotted the Korean love
words? Fans often use them
to cheer up their idols

Choco Pie Chal Tteok
'Chal Tteok' means chewy
rice cake. A crumbly biscuit
with soft filling. Coated with
milk chocolate

K-pop Twist: The term ‘Chal
Tteok’ is used among K-pop
fans to describe how good
looking their idols are in new
makeup or clothing

Couque D’asse
A cookie with coffee (red) or
cheese (yellow) cream inside

K-pop Twist: Have you heard
of the term ‘Couque Heart’?
Fans use it to express how
soft they can be towards
their favorite idols.
Originated from the delicate
texture of Couque D'asse

White Heim
A wafer biscuit filled with
rich white chocolate cream

K-pop Twist: Take your selfie
while eating this snack - an
SNSD Yoona's way to enjoy
this yummy treat

Roasted Sea Laver
Enjoy this smoky delight
roasted with wild sesame oil

Tip: Give a crunchy boost to
your meal by adding a dash
of sea laver flakes. Goes
especially well with carbs

Beef Seasoning
A ‘Magic Powder’ that gives
life to any Korean dish

Tip: Try Korean egg soup!
Whisk 2 eggs and swirl the
mixture into boiling water.
Add chopped spring onion,
black pepper, and one spoon
of Beef Seasoning. Boil for a
few minutes and enjoy

Mango Banana
Almonds
Seoul Box is never complete
without quirky almonds!
This time, we're presenting a
mango-banana version

Tip: A fruity, nutritious
topping that will make your
yogurt extra tasty

Bing Bing
A light ice cream cone wafer
stuffed with chocolate
(yellow) or strawberry (pink)
meringue. It's almost like
eating a cloud

Tip: Put it in a scoop of ice
cream to make your dessert
time extra crunchy

Crispy Roll 21
An oven-baked cookie filled
with cream cheese. Enjoy its
nutty taste coming from 21
different Korean grains

Tip: Freeze it for a couple of
hours before serving. The
cream part becomes solid,
bringing a new fun texture
to the snack

Miwang
This month’s classic is a
round rice cracker. A crunchy
treat with a hint of soy sauce

Warning: Extremely
addictive, you may finish it
without even realizing!



Green Tea Brown Rice
A blending tea made with
fresh green tea leaves and
roasted brown rice

K-pop Twist: K-pop stars
drink 'Idol Water' to slim down
puffy eyes. To make it, brew
the tea in 500ml of water, add
2 spoons of sugar and throw
in ¼ of lemon

Apollo
A straw filled with the fruity
spread. It used to be a
popular school candy in
Korean corner shops

Tip: Enjoy it in a Korean way!
Hold one tip of the straw
using your lips, and squeeze
it from the other side

Honey Twister
A crunchy treat coated with
honey, and sesame seeds
dotted around

K-pop Twist: So tasty, BTS
Jimin and V once fought for
this snack!
Keep an eye on yours

Poteau
A puffy cheese tart sandwich
that crumbles in your mouth

Tip: Enjoy with a scoop of
vanilla ice cream. It will
make a perfect balance. A
vanilla cheese cookie
sundae - doesn't it sound
interesting?

Macaroni Snack
A fun macaroni-shaped treat
with a delicate sweetness.
Koreans often buy the snack
in bulk and share it with
family and friends
K-pop Twist: Fans often send
a bag of these chips to their
idols, as they are always
hungry while on tour



Lollipop Linefriends
A fruity lollipop in the shape
of a cute character
Question: Cony (bunny),
Brown (bear), Sally (duck),
Moon (full moon), James
(guy), and Leonard (frog) –
which one did you get?

Custard Pie
A soft pie filled with rich
custard cream

Tip: Enjoy it with your
Couque D’asse Caffé Latte to
make your teatime
extra relaxing

Green Tea
Mask Sheet
A mask pack with a green tea
infusion. Rejuvenate your skin
with this natural essence

K-pop Twist:
#onemaskpackeachday
A secret behind smooth idol
skin

BT21 Paper Bag
A cute shopping bag with a
BT21 character printed on

K-pop Twist: BT21 is an
animated version of BTS,
and each member designed
the characters that
represent themselves

Cham Cracker
‘Cham’ means authentic. A
properly baked biscuit that
deserves its name

Tip: Sensational with savory
toppings. From smoked
salmon to cream cheese,
mix and match your
yummy variations

Airport Mask
A sleek black cotton mask
that covers up your chin

K-pop Twist: This black
mask is one of the most
common airport fashions of
Korean stars. Enjoy your
airport photoshoot moment
with this famous item

Finger Heart Sticker
A cool sticker featuring
finger heart, a symbolic
gesture that expresses love
in a Korean way

K-pop Twist: Adore the way
your idols are showing their
love? Decorate your laptop
with this sticker to spread
your passion to the world!

Couque D’asse
Caffé Latte
A creamy fusion between a
coffee biscuit (your Couque
D’asse) and caffé latte

Tip: Empty the sachet into a
mug. Pour 100 to 120ml of
boiling water.
Stir well. It's coffee time 

Concert Balloons
A pair of LED balloons that
you can use to power up
your concert experience

K-pop Twist: To use, blow up
the balloons by a straw inside
the packet. Seal them by
pushing down the bottom.
Wave to your heart's content

Tata Sticker Pack
A soft sticker sheet
featuring Tata, a heart-
shaped BT21 character

Stick it to your diary,
notebook or laptop. This little
heart will brighten your day



K-POP + SNACKS = A DREAM FUSION
Your favorite K-pop stars love snacking too! Let's explore the trends,
snacks and crazes all started by Korean idols (Pic 1)

Being a K-Pop star is
not an easy job. From
dance practices to fan
meet-and-greets, our
idols need a refreshing
boost to keep their
great work going.
Here's their go-to drink:
‘Idol Water’. (Pic 3)
Only recently were the
contents of this magic
potion revealed by
Luna from girl group
f(x). We shall pass this
secret onto you:

★ 500ml of Water
★ 1 Green Tea bag
★ 2 Spoons of sugar
★ ¼ Lemon
What a simple remedy!
 
Now, let's get back to
our food quest with an
unbelievable dish:
Truffle Oil Chapagetti,
created by Mamamoo's
Hwasa. She changed
Chapagetti (Find it in
your box!) to a gourmet
dish by adding two

ingredients: egg yolk
and truffle oil. (Pic 2)
How sensational! This
led to truffle oil being
sold out across Korea.
Talk about power.
 
At times, idols can
become possessive
over their snacks,
especially when two
members want the
same one. BTS was not
an exception. Craving
Honey Twister so much,
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BTS Jimin and V even
fought over it!
(Yours will be safe      )
 
Finally, let's discover
the bias side of boy
bands. For a while,
GOT7 always picked
Home Run Balls over
all other treats. The
hidden reason: their
first album's title song
was 'Home Run'! (Pic 4)
Try it in your box.

Tip: Bring your 
LED balloons to

 your next K-pop 
event (Pic 5)

LIGHT STICK 101
If you are a K-pop fan, you probably know
what a 'light stick' is. It's a customized
LED stick used in concert. Being a symbol
of uniformity and power of fandom, it is
full of fun puns and unique personalities.
Here, Seoul Box is presenting some of the
cutest light sticks.

Idol: BTS
Name: Army Bomb
Origin: BTS fan club is
called 'Army. Look at its
cute hat!

Idol: Mamamoo
Name: Moo Moo
Origin: Their fandom is
called Moo Moo. Plus, 'Moo'
means radish

Idol: Twice
Name: Candy
Origin: Named after 'Candy Boy',
one of Twice's debut songs

Idol: Wanna One
Name: Nable
Origin: Their fandom is
'Wannable', made from
'Wanna One' and 'Able'

Idol: Blackpink
Name: Ppyong
Origin: 'Ppyong' means light and
squeaky hammer
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For a chance to win a Mini Desk Hoover,
tag us in your unboxing story on social media!

LET'S LEARN KOREAN LESSON 3: K-POP SLANG

HUGE CONGRATULATIONS TO

최애
[Choi ae]

Your favorite idol
a.k.a. Ult bias

 

막내
[Mak nae]

The youngest
member

응원봉
[Eung won bong]
A concert stick

a.k.a. Light stick

애교
[Ae gyo]

Super cuteness

심쿵
[Sim kung]
Huge crush

화이팅!
[Fighting]

You can do it!

/FAN_TRAVELIN_ZANECHAN




